
GameStop is the world’s biggest retailer of console and PC video game

software, hardware and accessories.

We expect a mixed outlook for the transition year . GameStop will report Q4

earnings next Thursday and provide initial guidance for F2013, which we expect will

fall short of consensus estimates. Specifically, we see weak hardware sales and

software prices under pressure leading to negative comps in 2013 and flattish EPS.

However, we note potential catalysts in the year ahead include the next Xbox

announcement, E3 trade show (June) and launch of new hardware in the fall.

■ Speculation on used game restrictions is misguided. While both Microsoft

and Sony have the capability of restricting used game sales, we believe that

competitive forces and consumer preferences will protect the used trade on new

platforms. In addition, new consoles will support a variety of digital distribution

options and business models; however, we do not anticipate a significant shift to

digital downloads of large console games for at least several years.

■ Expect initial 2013 guidance below consensus. Our field checks have

consistently pointed to mixed selling trends this year, as consumers remain fickle

about new purchases and are increasingly anticipating the launch of new

hardware. In addition, with underwhelming sell-through trends for Nintendo’s

Wii-U, we expect that hardware sales will weigh on comp store sales. As such,

our 2013 estimates remain below consensus for both comp store sales (-1% vs.

slightly positive) and EPS ($3.11 vs. $3.38). One key area of focus is the

downward pressure on used software pricing and volumes at this late stage of

the console cycle.

■ Thoughts on sector outperformance. The video game sector has traded

higher since the beginning of the year, in large part due to anticipation of the

upcoming hardware refresh cycle. However, we continue to highlight a

challenging year ahead with potential pricing pressure and ongoing consolidation

of market share among fewer console game titles. Upcoming catalysts include

the next Xbox announcement, the E3 trade show (June), and to a lesser extent,

the Game Developers Conference (GDC) next week.

■ Maintain Outperform rating and $28 price target, which is based on 9x

forward-year earnings and 5x EV/EBITDA, at the low end of its historical

valuation range. Key risks include used product sales, console transition cycle,

and disintermediation from digital.
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Stock Data

Rating: Outperform

Suitability: Average Risk

Price Target: $28

Price (3/20/13): $25.45

Market Cap (mil): $3,125

Shares Out (mil): 122.8

Average Daily Vol (mil): 3.22

Dividend Yield: 0.0%

Estimates

FY Jan 2011A 2012E 2013E

Q1 0.56 A 0.54 A

Q2 0.22 A 0.16 A

Q3 0.39 A 0.38 A

Q4 1.73 A 2.15 E

Fiscal EPS 2.87 A 3.18 E 3.10 E

Previous (FY) 3.11 E 3.00 E

Fiscal P/E 8.9x 8.0x 8.2x

Chart/Table Sources: Bloomberg and Baird Data



Details

Speculation on used game restrictions on new platforms is misguided. While both Microsoft and

Sony have the capability of restricting used game sales, which may be the cause of the ongoing

speculation, we expect that neither one will choose to do so, at least not during the early part of the

new cycle. Our checks with developers suggest that Sony is committed to allowing used game sales

and rentals, which should mean that the next Xbox will as well. In addition, new consoles will support a

variety of digital distribution options and business models; however, it is likely that consumer habits will

be hard to break, and we do not anticipate a significant shift to digital downloads of large console

games until several years after launch.

Expect initial 2013 guidance below consensus. Our field checks suggest, not surprisingly, that

console game sales remain mixed, as consumers remain fickle about new purchases and are

increasingly anticipating the launch of new hardware later this year. In addition, with underwhelming

sell-through trends for Nintendo’s Wii-U, we expect that hardware sales will continue to weigh on comp

store sales until new platforms launch in November. As outlined in our 2012 outlook, these challenging

revenue trends to persist through the fall and we believe will lead to slightly negative comp store sales

for GameStop as well as flattish earnings. One key area to watch is the ongoing downward pressure

on used software pricing and volume at this late stage of the console cycle, although GameStop

should benefit from trade-in activity surrounding new game releases through the spring.

Figure 1: Software Sales Faring Better than HardWare Sales, but Still Burdened by Weak

Conditions
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Figure 2: Share Repurchases help moderate earnings pressure
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Thoughts on sector outperformance. The video game sector has traded higher since the beginning

of the year, in large part due to anticipation of the upcoming hardware refresh cycle. However, we

continue to highlight a challenging year ahead with potential pricing pressure and ongoing

consolidation of market share among fewer console game titles. Upcoming catalysts include the next

Xbox announcement, the E3 trade show (June), then new platform launches in the fall.

GDC may offer some additional bites. While not a major focus event this year among the console

holders, the annual Game Developers Conference takes place in San Francisco next week, and is

typically well attended by game developers and publishers. Among some of the potential headlines

from the show, we expect further release information on games such as Battlefield from EA, as well as

Sony offering more details on its revamped PlayStation Network.

Investment Thesis

Our Outperform rating and $28 price target are based on 9x forward-year earnings. Our price

target considers the company's five-year historical valuation range, of 7x-32x for forward earnings

which situates our multiple at the low end of that range. While the company’s long-term position

remains under scrutiny given the inevitable shift of media consumption online, we believe the company

should benefit from a high-quality lineup of core game coinciding with the next-generation console

cycle, and potential positive comp store sales in late 2013. Longer term, we also believe there is

option value in the company’s digital initiatives, which are now beginning to bear fruit. We expect the

launch of a public beta later this year of the company’s streaming game service to provide the next

glimpse into the GameStop of the future.

Risks & Caveats

A hit-driven business susceptible to volatile performance. Similar to the traditional entertainment

industry, the video game business is hit-driven with limited visibility into the performance of many new

releases. As such, there is inconsistency in the performance of video game publishers and a degree of

lumpiness in quarterly results. Moreover, there can be significant swings in profitability depending on

sales of key titles that required large sums of development spending.
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Q4 seasonality. The video game industry, similar to many consumer discretionary sectors, is

dependent on holiday shopping and gift-giving to fund nearly 50% of annual revenues and a larger

portion of profitability. We also note that the video game industry may be somewhat resistant to

macro-induced consumer spending declines, but is clearly not immune given declines in sales during

the last recession.

Emerging game platforms may undermine the legacy console business. The advent of new

smartphone and tablet platforms, most notably iOS devices, and to a lesser extent Android, is

transforming the market and limiting growth opportunities for console games. While there may be

limited direct overlap in the style of game-play, online game platforms are competing for a share of the

entertainment budget and time spent playing video games. In particular, the development of iOS and

Android games has much lower barriers to entry and fewer capital requirements than traditional video

games.

Tablets and IPTV may be the next battlefields . We view tablets as the next likely battlefield for

games, as the form factor and pricing structure are better suited to higher-value game experiences, in

our view. In addition, iOS and Android platforms are migrating on a small scale to TV connected

devices (Apple TV and Google TV). These devices may develop into game-capable platforms for TVs,

with Google expected to release a Software Developer Kit (SDK) for the Google TV later this year, and

Apple potentially upgrading Apple TV with an App Store, and longer term developing its own line of

televisions. With a more rapidly advancing hardware platform based upon the ARM licensed chip

technology, these devices may over time reduce the technological differences between console-based

chip technologies, which advance at slower rates, due to the console development cycle.

Online casual and social network gaming may detract from console gaming. The advent of

social networking and social network gaming has resulted in significant entertainment time-share gains

for these applications, which may overtime reduce the time available for console gaming.
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GameStop faces significant competition from other big-box retailers such as Best Buy and

others. While Best Buy and others have yet to achieve any material success in competing with

GameStop it is possible that over time, through the use of significant capital resources, that they may

find a way to take share from GameStop.

Company Description

GameStop is the world’s biggest retailer of console and PC video game software, hardware and

accessories. The company is also the leading seller of used video game hardware and software,

which is a key driver of profit margins. As of the end of 1Q12 the company operated 6,615 stores in 15

countries, predominantly in the US and Europe. The company is headquartered in Grapevine, Texas.
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GameStop Corp.

Consolidated Income Statement

FY ends January

Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan

F2010A 1Q11A 2Q11A 3Q11A 4Q11A F2011A 1Q12A 2Q12A 3Q12A 4Q12E F2012E F2013E

INCOME STATEMENT

Total Revenues $9,473,742 $2,281,400 $1,743,700 $1,946,800 $3,578,600 $9,550,500 $2,002,200 $1,550,200 $1,772,800 $3,473,511 $8,798,711 $8,926,748

% change yr-yr 4.4% 9.5% -3.1% 2.5% -3.1% 0.8% -12.2% -11.1% -8.9% -2.9% -7.9% 1.5%

Cost of Sales 6,936,118 1,661,200 1,200,500 1,373,900 2,635,400 6,871,000 1,402,300 1,030,900 1,215,400 2,517,219 6,165,819 6,338,612

% of sales 73.2% 72.8% 68.8% 70.6% 73.6% 71.9% 70.0% 66.5% 68.6% 72.5% 70.1% 71.0%

Gross profit 2,537,624 620,200 543,200 572,900 943,200 2,679,500 599,900 519,300 557,400 956,292 2,632,892 2,588,135

Gross margin 26.8% 27.2% 31.2% 29.4% 26.4% 28.1% 30.0% 33.5% 31.4% 27.5% 29.9% 29.0%

SG&A 1,700,354 442,700 442,500 443,300 513,600 1,842,100 440,400 440,900 438,200 491,849 1,811,349 1,806,947

As a % of revenue 17.9% 19.4% 25.4% 22.8% 14.4% 19.3% 22.0% 28.4% 24.7% 14.2% 20.6% 20.2%

Depreciation & Amort. 174,718 46,400 47,100 47,000 45,900 186,400 44,500 43,900 43,900 43,500 175,800 174,000

As a % of revenue 1.8% 2.0% 2.7% 2.4% 1.3% 2.0% 2.2% 2.8% 2.5% 1.3% 2.0% 1.9%

Operating Income 662,552 131,100 53,600 82,600 302,500 569,800 115,000 34,500 (603,500) 420,943 (33,057) 607,188

Operating Margin 7.0% 5.7% 3.1% 4.2% 8.5% 6.0% 5.7% 2.2% -34.0% 12.1% -0.4% 6.8%

Pro Forma Operating Inc 662,552 131,100 53,600 82,600 383,700 651,000 115,000 34,500 75,300 420,943 645,743 607,188

Pro Forma Operating Inc % 7.0% 5.7% 3.1% 4.2% 10.7% 6.8% 5.7% 2.2% 4.2% 12.1% 7.3% 6.8%

Interest and Other (41,247) (6,100) (6,300) (5,800) (2,500) (20,700) (400) (900) (1,000) (500) (2,800) (2,000)

As a % of revenue -0.4% -0.3% -0.4% -0.3% -0.1% -0.2% 0.0% -0.1% -0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Pretax Income 621,305 125,000 47,300 76,800 300,000 549,100 114,600 33,600 (604,500) 420,443 (35,857) 605,188

Pretax Margin 6.6% 5.5% 2.7% 3.9% 8.4% 5.7% 5.7% 2.2% -34.1% 12.1% -0.4% 6.8%

Pro Forma Pretax Income 621,305 125,000 47,300 76,800 381,200 630,300 114,600 33,600 74,300 420,443 642,943 605,188

Pro Forma Pretax Margin 6.6% 5.5% 2.7% 3.9% 10.7% 6.6% 5.7% 2.2% 4.2% 12.1% 7.3% 6.8%

Income Taxes 214,526 45,000 16,700 23,100 125,700 210,500 42,400 12,600 19,800 155,564 230,364 223,920

Tax Rate 34.5% 36.0% 35.3% 30.1% 41.9% 38.3% 37.0% 37.5% -3.3% 37.0% -642.4% 37.0%

Pro Forma Income Taxes 214,526 45,000 16,700 23,100 125,700 210,500 42,400 12,600 19,800 155,564 230,364 223,920

Pro Forma Tax Rate 34.5% 36.0% 35.3% 30.1% 33.0% 33.4% 37.0% 37.5% 26.6% 37.0% 35.8% 37.0%

Net Income 407,279 80,000 30,600 53,700 174,700 339,000 72,200 21,000 (624,300) 264,879 (266,221) 381,269

Net Margin 4.3% 3.5% 1.8% 2.8% 4.9% 3.5% 3.6% 1.4% -35.2% 7.6% -3.0% 4.3%

Pro Forma Net Income 408,075 80,400 30,900 53,900 239,500 405,100 72,400 21,000 47,200 264,879 405,279 381,269

Pro Forma Net Margin 4.3% 3.5% 1.8% 2.8% 6.7% 4.2% 3.6% 1.4% 2.7% 7.6% 4.6% 4.3%

Pro-Forma EPS (ex-debt, merger costs) $2.65 $0.56 $0.22 $0.39 $1.73 $2.87 $0.54 $0.16 $0.38 $2.15 $3.18 $3.10

Diluted Shares Outstanding 154,000 143,700 142,200 139,800 138,100 140,950 134,800 129,100 122,800 123,000 127,425 123,125

YoY% EPS Chg. 17.7% 16.4% -16.9% 8.0% 10.9% 8.5% -4.0% -25.1% -0.3% 24.2% 10.7% -2.6%

Sources : Company reports and RW Baird Research
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GameStop Corp.

Consolidated Balance Sheet and Cash Flows

FY ends December

Balance Sheet F2009A F2010A F2011A 1Q12A 2Q12A 3Q12A 4Q12E F2012E F2013E

Assets:

Cash & Equivalents $905,418 $710,800 $655,000 $329,100 $138,700 $366,400 $254,823 $254,823 $516,153

Receivables $64,006 $65,500 $64,400 $48,100 $40,200 $49,600 $60,905 $60,905 $66,045

Inventories $1,053,553 $1,257,500 $1,137,500 $1,118,200 $980,200 $1,645,700 $1,184,574 $1,184,574 $1,311,050

Prepaid expenses $83,098 $92,200 $95,700 $101,000 $177,000 $146,100 $69,470 $69,470 $75,333

Other $21,229 $28,800 $44,700 $39,200 $43,300 $44,600 $69,470 $69,470 $75,333

  Total Current Assets $2,127,304 $2,154,800 $1,997,300 $1,635,600 $1,379,400 $2,252,400 $1,639,243 $1,639,243 $2,043,915

PPE $584,201 $613,800 $573,300 $549,200 $529,400 $519,900 $514,900 $514,900 $494,900

Intangible and other assets $2,243,822 $2,295,200 $2,276,600 $2,274,200 $2,223,000 $1,577,000 $2,084,107 $2,084,107 $2,259,994

  Total Assets: $4,955,327 $5,063,800 $4,847,200 $4,459,000 $4,131,800 $4,349,300 $4,238,250 $4,238,250 $4,798,809

Accounts payable $961,673 $1,028,100 $804,300 $656,400 $462,100 $1,277,600 $937,923 $937,923 $1,038,064

Accrued liabilities $694,003 $719,700 $829,600 $662,600 $721,200 $823,000 $764,172 $764,172 $828,665

Notes payable $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

  Total Current Liabilities $1,655,676 $1,747,800 $1,633,900 $1,319,000 $1,183,300 $2,100,600 $1,702,095 $1,702,095 $1,866,729

Deferred taxes $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Notes payable $447,343 $249,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Other $129,297 $171,100 $173,300 $162,700 $159,200 $151,100 $173,676 $173,676 $188,333

  Total Liabilities: $2,232,316 $2,167,900 $0 $1,481,700 $1,342,500 $2,251,700 $1,875,771 $1,875,771 $2,055,062

Stockholder's Equity $2,723,011 $2,895,900 $3,040,200 $2,977,300 $2,789,300 $2,097,600 $2,362,479 $2,362,479 $2,743,748

Total Liab. & SE $4,955,327 $5,063,800 $4,847,400 $4,459,000 $4,131,800 $4,349,300 $4,238,250 $4,238,250 $4,798,809

Cash Flow F2009A F2010A F2011A 1Q12A 2Q12A 3Q12A 4Q12E F2012E F2013E

Net Income $374,193 $407,279 $338,500 $72,400 $21,000 ($624,300) $264,879 ($266,021) $381,269

+Depreciation and amortization $169,129 $176,800 $188,600 $45,100 $44,500 $43,900 $47,500 $181,000 $190,000

+Other Non-cash charges $93,912 $82,100 $122,500 $900 $1,600 $0 $0 $2,500 $0

Net Change in Working Capital $5,403 ($74,500) ($24,900) ($280,600) ($78,700) $909,900 ($381,456) $169,144 ($139,939)

CF from Operations $642,637 $591,679 $624,700 ($162,200) ($11,600) $329,500 ($69,077) $86,623 $431,330

-CAPEX/Other $163,759 $197,600 $165,100 $22,300 $31,300 $42,500 $42,500 $138,600 $170,000

Free Cash Flow 478,878 394,079 459,600 (184,500) (42,900) 287,000 (111,577) (51,977) 261,330

Sources : Company reports and RW Baird Research
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1 Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated makes a market in the securities of GME and EA.

10 Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated and/or its affiliates have been compensated by Gamestop Corp. for non-investment
banking-securities related services in the past 12 months.

Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated and/or its affiliates expect to receive or intend to seek investment banking related compensation
from the company or companies mentioned in this report within the next three months.
Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated may not be licensed to execute transactions in all foreign listed securities directly. Transactions in
foreign listed securities may be prohibited for residents of the United States. Please contact a Baird representative for more information.
Investment Ratings: Outperform (O) - Expected to outperform on a total return, risk-adjusted basis the broader U.S. equity market
over the next 12 months. Neutral (N) - Expected to perform in line with the broader U.S. equity market over the next 12 months.
Underperform (U) - Expected to underperform on a total return, risk-adjusted basis the broader U.S. equity market over the next 12
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months.
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month) rating for such securities, as described above. In addition, Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated and/or its affiliates (Baird) may
provide to certain clients additional or research supplemental products or services, such as outlooks, commentaries and other detailed
analyses, which focus on covered stocks, companies, industries or sectors. Not all clients who receive our standard company-specific
research reports are eligible to receive these additional or supplemental products or services. Baird determines in its sole discretion the
clients who will receive additional or supplemental products or services, in light of various factors including the size and scope of the
client relationships. These additional or supplemental products or services may feature different analytical or research techniques and
information than are contained in Baird’s standard research reports. Any ratings and recommendations contained in such additional or
research supplemental products are consistent with the Analyst’s long-term ratings and recommendations contained in more broadly
disseminated standard research reports.
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UK disclosure requirements for the purpose of distributing this research into the UK and other countries for which Robert W.
Baird Limited holds an ISD passport.
This report is for distribution into the United Kingdom only to persons who fall within Article 19 or Article 49(2) of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 (financial promotion) order 2001 being persons who are investment professionals and may not be distributed to
private clients. Issued in the United Kingdom by Robert W. Baird Limited, which has offices at Mint House 77 Mansell Street, London, E1
8AF, and is a company authorized and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. For the purposes of the Financial Services
Authority requirements, this investment research report is classified as objective.
Robert W. Baird Limited ("RWBL") is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license. RWBL is regulated by
the Financial Services Authority ("FSA") under UK laws and those laws may differ from Australian laws. This document has been
prepared in accordance with FSA requirements and not Australian laws.
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